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two years later, as a result of the Report of the Poor Law Commis-
sion, there was set up one of the most striking experiments in the
administrative field without such responsibility. TheJEfigr, .Law
Commissioners, the Three Kings of Somerset House, enforced upon
the local administration of poor law relief strict central control by
means of orders and an inspectorate. No Minister answered for
them in Parliament. This is not the place to discuss the history of
this short-lived experiment, nor that of other examples taken from
the nineteenth century, such as the General Board of Health or
the Railway Commissioners. Non-departmental Boards formerly
found favour in Scotland, and in greater variety in Ireland before
1920. In the early years of the present century the Insurance Com-
missions and the Road Board afford examples of this type of
organisation in the United Kingdom. It is noticeable that the fate
of most such bodies has in the past been that their functions
eventually have been transferred to a government department.
The years between the wars saw great activity in this field of Reasons for
governmental machinery, and since 1945 the public corporation has g0611*
emerged as the chosen instrument for the puBHc control of certain ments?P"
basic industries and public utilities. The constitutional consequences
of entrusting functions to bodies which are not directly responsible
to Parliament require examination, but in a field which is still experi-
mental it is important to avoid dogmatic conclusions, as the changing
pattern of these corporations shows. So far as it is possible to
generalise, recent developments may be said to be due to several
motives: (1) The decision to follow a policy of nationalising a basic
industry; (2) the desire to keep a public service, and particularly one
which is concerned with the administration of State benefits, as far
removed from political influence as possible; (3) the recognition that
civil service methods are not suitable for the conduct of an enterprise
on a commercial basis.) The independent authority is a compromise
designed to avoid political fluctuations on the one hand and the
rigours of bureaucratic control on the other. There are, however,
some further reasons why experiments have been made in this field.
Thus concentration, particularly at high level, on a particular activity
is easier to achieve in the case of an independent board concerned
with the administration of a single functional activity than it can be
in a government department dealing with several functions. De-
cisions at the top can be more quickly taken and are less liable to be
changed by subsequent political fluctuations. Again, the device is a
convenient means of securing uniform administration in a field which
within the departmental machine is the responsibility of different
Ministers in each part of the kingdom, as is the case with agriculture.
A board too may be the means of preventing the overloading of
the departmental organisation or, in the alternative, the increase

